Abstract-Device-to-device (D2D) communication is proposed as a vital technology to increase the system capacity and spectral efficiency, while reducing the latency and energy consumption.
I. INTRODUC TION
The tremendous growth of multimedia applications (e.g. huge video content delivery) in todays' wireless systems leads to high data rate requirement for future wireless mobile networks. Device-to-device (D2D) communication in cellular networks, called cellular D2D communication, has been con sidered as one of the key technologies to increase user data rate and network throughput, while reduce latency and energy consumption for data transmission. Unlike the traditional D2D communication system via WiFi and Bluetooth using unlicensed spectrum, the cellular D2D communication allows two users in proximity to form a D2D pair and communi cate with each other directly by using the licensed spectrum under the assistance of the base station (BS). Therefore, the quality of service (QoS) in the cellular D2D communication could be guaranteed. Also, new proximity-based services (e.g. advertisement, content sharing) can be added to the cellular network as well as offtoading the existing traffic from BS [1] .
Two cellular spectrum sharing modes have been addressed for cellular D2D communications [2] : 1) orthogonal shar ing: the communication for each D2D pair is allocated with dedicated licensed spectrum. In other words, the spectrum is not shared within a cell; 2) non-orthogonal sharing: the licensed spectrum can be shared by both D2D and cellular links. Therefore, intra-cell interference exists. Mode selection between orthogonal sharing and non-orthogonal sharing was adequately studied in [3] - [5] . Under both spectrum sharing modes, resource allocation, including power and spectrum allocation, is very important for achieving high spectral effi ciency for cellular D2D communications [2] - [8] . Compared to the orthogonal sharing, a proper resource allocation for non-orthogonal spectrum sharing can generally achieve better spectral efficiency and energy efficiency [2] . The advantage of the orthogonal sharing is that the resource allocation is much simpler than that for the non-orthogonal sharing as only the channel status information (CSI) of D2D links are needed, while the CSI is needed for all the channels between any two devices. Both modes are considered in cellular networks as each mode has its unique advantage.
In current cellular networks, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [9] - [12] has been widely adopted for multiuser data transmissions. Based on the character inherited from orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) which can transform the frequency selective fading channel into multiple flat fading subchannels or chunks, high system throughput can be achieved by exploring multi-user diversity when allocating the subcarriers/chunks to multi ple users adaptively [9] - [12] . Resource allocation schemes have investigated for both D2D spectrum sharing modes in OFDMA-based cellular networks [2] , [4] - [8] . In [2] , the effect of the transmission distance of the D2D link on the energy efficiency was investigated under the power constraint for both sharing modes. Based on the proximity characteristic of D2D communications, precious spectrum can be reused by multiple D2D pairs in one cell to improve the spectral efficiency of the cellular network. Therefore, most researches on resource allocation for D2D communications focus on the non-orthogonal spectrum sharing. [4] focused on the condition of enabling a D2D communication. In [4] , under a power control, D2D communication is enabled only when the path loss between a D2D pair is less than a threshold. [5] investigated how to allocate the transmit power when one D2D pair can share the same subcarrierlchunk with one cellular user. [6] , [7] and [8] extended the resource allocation to a scenario that subcarriers/chunks can be reused among multiple D2D pairs. Among all these researches, although the OFDMA system was addressed, the investigation of power control was limited in two scenarios. In the first scenario, D2D and cellular links share one resource unit (e.g. a chunk or a resource block), and therefore, subcarrier allocation is not considered [3] - [5] . In the second scenario, transmit power on a subcarrier/chunk is fixed for each D2D transmission [6] - [8] . The total transmit power for one transmit device in a D2D pair will increase with increasing the number of subcarriers allocation to the device. However, in practice, the total transmit power should be limited for each mobile device. So far, in current researches on D2D communications, joint subcarrier and power allocation for multiple D2D pairs is not sufficiently addressed for OFDMA-based cellular D2D communications. Therefore, this paper targets to deal with this technical issue.
In this paper, an adaptive resource allocation scheme with joint subcarrier and power allocation is developed for a D2D communication underlaid OFDMA-based cellular system under the transmit power constraint of each mobile device with the objective of achieving the highest system spectral efficiency (defined as bits per second per Hz). According to previous researches, the spectral efficiency may be increased by reusing the same spectrum among multiple D2D pairs in one cell. It was also proved that in a small area, spectrum should not be reused due to the strong interference [13] . Therefore, in this paper, all the D2D pairs are considered to be located within a small area, and each subcarrier in the OFDMA system will be only allocated to a unique D2D pair. Due to the adaptive subcarrier allocation, the number of D2D pairs transmitting simultaneously varies in each allocation period, and thus the sum of the transmit power over all the subcarriers will be changed accordingly. As this power change can affect significantly other D2D pairs if spectrum can be reused in different small areas, the variation characteristics of the number of subcarriers per D2D pair and the transmit power per subcarrier are investigated in this paper. In an OFDMA system, the coherence bandwidth may affect the resource allocation and the system performance [9] [10] . Therefore, the effect of coherence bandwidth is also investigated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described for the OFDMA-based cellular system underlaid by D2D communications. An optimisation problem is formulated for the resource allocation, global searching method is described to achieve the optimal system performance and a suboptimal joint subcarrier and power allocation method of low-complexity is proposed in Section III. In Section IV, performance of the proposed scheme, the characteristics of the number of subcarriers per D2D pair, the transmit power per subcarrier and the effect of the coherence bandwidth are presented via simulations. The conclusions are drawn in Section V. The following notations are used in this paper.
• dk: link distance between the devices of D2D pair (denoted as D2Dk)
• Nk: number of subcarriers allocated to D2Dk
• a: pathloss exponent of the channels of D2Dko which is assumed to be the same for all channels.
• hk,n: channel fading coefficients of D2Dk on subcarrier n with E(h� . n ) = 1
• P max: maximum transmit power for an D2D link, which is the same for all D2D links.
• Pk,n: the transmit power on subcarrier n if it is allocated to D2Dk
• B: subcarrier spacing (bandwidth)
• No: the noise power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) spectrum is allocated to direct D2D users to avoid the intra cell interference between direct D2D pairs and cellular users.
The dedicated spectrum includes N OFDMA subcarriers.
The time-varying and frequency selective wireless channel is considered in this paper and is assumed to be unchanged during a resource allocation period. The channel fading on all subcarriers are assumed to be flat and Rayleigh distributed for all users. AW GN with power spectral density of No/2 is introduced at the receiver of each D2D link. Practically, the distance between two D2D users of a D2D pair is constrained by the maximum transmit power of each device,which is assumed, in this paper, to be fixed and same for all the users, denoted as Pmax.
This paper focuses on small interference-limited area, where there is no spectrum reuse among D2D pairs, as shown in Fig. l . That is, in this area, each subcarrier is allocated to a unique D2D link according to the current channel state informations (CSI) of all links. The subcarrier assignment indicator is denoted by Wk,n E {O, I} . Wk,n = 1 indicates subcarrier n is allocated to D2Db otherwise, Wk . n = 0, where k E {I, ... ,K} and n E {I, ... ,N} .
If subcarrier n is allocated to D2Db the received signal on subcarrier n can be expressed as Y k,n = J Pk,n . d-,;a . hk,n . Sk,n + nk,n (1) where Sk,n denotes the transmitted signal and nk,n CN(O, 0-2 ) is the AW GN term at the receiver. Therefore, the achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for D2Dk on subcarrier a BS is given), each D2D link has its own maximum power constraint, as shown in (6c).
The cost function to optimization problem (6) is neither a convex nor a concave, due to the integer constraint Wk,n, and thus very hard to solve. It is considered that to obtain the optimal solution, equality in (6b) and (6c) must be satisfied. Then, (6b) and (6c) are replaced by N L Wk,n = 1, for all n E {I, ... , N}
n=l n can be given by and Pk,n . h� ,n . d-';cx B·No
Given Pk . n and db the achievable instantaneous data rate on subcarrier n for D2Dk is given by as Pk,n . h� n . d-';'"
0-
The total achievable data rate for D2Dk can be expressed
The total achievable system throughput is given by
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ADAP TIVE RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
This paper targets to achieve the optimal system throughput for the D2D communication with the interference-limited area through adaptive resource allocation.
The problem of maximizing total achievable system throughput can be then formulated as follow optimization problem:
respectively. Based on the new constraint (7) and (8), the optimal solution to the optimization problem (6) can be found by using the global searching method.
Global searching method: To achieve the optimal system throughput, all the possible subcarrier allocation combinations {wk,n,k E {1, .. ·,K},n E {1, .. ·,N}} which satisfy constraint (7) should be considered. For each subcarrier allo cation combination, assigning the power by using water-filling algorithm [14] for the subcarriers allocated to each individual D2D pair, which is called local water-filling power allocation in this paper. The principle of water-filling method for one D2D pair is that the transmit power of the transmit device will be distributed among the subcarriers allocated to this device. The power allocation to each subcarrier is propotional to the CSI of the D2D link on this subcarrier. After power allocation, the achievable system throughput will be calculated according to (5) . Then, the joint subcarrier and power allocation result which can achieve maximum system throughput will be the adaptive solution after the exhaustive searching.
Even though the global searching method can achieve optimal result, but its computational complexity is K N which is exponentially increased with the number of subcarriers N and can be extremely high when K and N are large.
Thus, simplified algorithms are discussed in the following subsections.
A . Baseline resource allocation algorithm
Greedy resource allocation algorithm is commonly used to maximize the total system throughput in OFDMA downlink resource allocation [14] . In the greedy downlink resource allocation, each subcarrier is allocated to the user with best CSI on the subcarrier. As the BS is the transmitter for the downlink signals, thus only one total power constraint needs N L Pk,n � Pmax, for all k E { I , ··· , K}; n=l to be satisfied [14] , water-filling algorithm called global water (6c) filling will be performed to assign the power to all the subcarriers at the BS. Since each subcarrier can only be allocated to one D2D pair for their transmission at one time, constraint (6b) is guaranteed. Different from the traditional downlink cellular OFDMA resource allocation in which only the total power constraint is considered (i.e. the maximum transmit power of When adopting the greedy resource allocation to the multi ple pairs of D2D communication, as each device will have a unique maximum power constraint as shown in Eq.(8), global water-filling power allocation algorithm is no longer suitable. Instead, local water-filling power allocation is performed for each D2D pair to maxImIze the achievable data-rate for individual D2D link. This method can be summarized as Best subcarrier CSI (BSCR)-based resource allocation scheme.
Firstly, each subcarrier is allocated to the D2D pair which has maximum achievable data rate (denote as !::,. Tk,n)' Then, local water-filling power allocation is carried out for the power allocation of each D2D pair among the subcarriers allocated to the pair.
B . sub-optimal resource allocation algorithm
It is note that, for one D2D pair D2Db the number of subcarriers allocated, Nb is a variable. Please note, if the total transmit power is given for D2Db the power level after performing water-filling for D2Dk will decrease with increasing Nk. Fig. 2 illustrates how the power allocation (PA) and power level (PL) are changed when Nk = 9 and Nk = 10 subcarriers are allocated to D2Dk. When the total power level for all the subcarriers allocated to D2Dk decreases, the total data-rate for D2Dk may decreases. For the BSCR based resource allocation scheme, the number of subcarriers allocated to one D2D pair is ignored, which may cause the problem of allocating quite large number of subcarriers to one D2D pair, thus degrades the system throughput. Therefore, in this section, with the consideration of simplifying the global searching method and addressing the power level changes caused by the change of number of subcarriers allocated to one D2D pair, a two step sub-optimal resource allocation algorithm is proposed. In the first step, it is assumed that equal power allocation is applied to all subcarriers allocated to one D2D link. The transmit power for D2Dk on each subcarrier is given by (9) where Nk represents the set of subcarriers allocated to D2Dk and Nk is the number of subcarriers allocated to D2Dk. The instantaneous achievable system throughput can be shown as K R = L L Tk,n, (Pk,nk' dk), nk E Nk (10) k =l n,EN, For a given set Nk for D2Db if one more subcarrier nl:: is allocated to D2Db i.e. Nk replaced by Nk U{nk}, the change of achievable data-rate for D2Db!::" Tk,n � ' can be given by !::" Tk,n � (Nk) = Rk(�n�\,dk) -Rk( P;:X ,dk)
In our proposed algorithm, assuming Nk has been allocated to D2Db whether an unallocated subcarrier n can be allocated to D2Dk depends on whether its data rate increase !::,. Tk,n(Nk)
is the maximum among all the D2D pairs. That is, subcarrier n will be allocated to k* = maxk,n !::,. Tk,n(Nk). Therefore, our proposed scheme is called Subcarrier achievable data-rate (SAD )-based algorithm.
Based on Eq. (9)-(1l), the subcarrier allocation is performed as the first step for suboptimal resource allocation algorithm, which is present as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm I: Subcarrier Allocation for SAD resource allocation scheme
for all k E {1,· .. ,K} and n E {1,' .. , N} 2. For n E (1"" ,N) 
3.
For k E (1"" ,K) 4.
Calculate �rk.n(Nk) by using Eq. (11);
5.
k* = arg max�rk,n (Nk); Nk* = Nk U{ n}; Nk* = Nk* + 1;
6.
end for
After subcarrier allocation, in the second step of SAD-based resource allocation, water-filling is carried out for each D2Dk on its allocated subcarriers, Nk.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
In this section, the performance of our proposed joint subcarrier and power allocation algorithm, SAD-based algo rithm is compared, via simulations, with the Global searching method (GS) and the BSCR-based algorithm. Considering that the number of subcarriers allocated to one D2D pair and transmit power per subcarrier will not only affect the system throughput, but also atlect other D2D pairs if spectrum reuse is allowed. Therefore, the statistic characteristics of these two parameters are also shown in this section. The simulations are carrier out in a single cell scenario with four D2D pairs. The variance of Rayleigh fading [15]- [21] for each D2D pair is E[h�. n l = 1. Unless otherwise specified, the system has 8 subcarriers, each with subcarrier spacing (bandwidth) 15kHz. The coherence bandwidth of all the channels is set to 15 kHz, and link distance between each D2D pair are set to 1 meter, i.e. dk = 1m. The noise density of each receiver is No = -llldB/Hz.
A . Performance Evaluation
We first demonstrate the performance of our proposed SAD based algorithm is close to the system optimal solution and outperforms the BSCR-based algorithm in terms of spectral efficiency, which is defined as the total system throughput divided by the bandwidth of spectrum dedicated to the D2D pair (with unit bits/s/Hz). In Fig. 3 , the spectral efficiencies for the proposed SAD-based algorithm, GS method and BSCR based algorithm are shown when the ratio of total transmit power per device to the noise power per subcarrier ( J:' B )
for each individual D2D link takes value from ° dB to 30 dB. It can be seen that the spectral efficiency achieved by the proposed algorithm is very close to the optimal results obtained by GS method, and much higher than the result of BSCR-based algorithm. Given the noise power per subcarrier, No' B, it can also seen from Fig. 3 that the system spectral efficiency monotonically increases with the N ;,I B (i.e. the total transmit power per device). The reason is simply that as the power increases, the system sum data-rate increases in logarithm scale (linearly in dB) with constant total bandwidth. As discussed in section III, due to the multiple power constraint, the number of subcarriers allocated to each D2D link will affect the total system spectral efficiency. There fore, in Fig. 4 , the probability distribution of the number of subcarriers assigned to one D2D link is used to show its statistic character for our algorithm and GS method under different N ;,I B , defined by S N R t in Fig. 4 . It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the probability of getting equal number of subcarriers for all the D2D pairs (i.e. 2 in Fig. 4 ) increases as the power increases. The reason is when the transmit power is very low and even close to the noise power, increasing the number of subcarriers may affect more significantly the spectral efficiency. Therefore, when transmit power is low, the probability of allocating large number of subcarriers would be relative higher than the case when transmit power is high. Fig, 4 . Probability distribution of the number of subcarriers for one 020 pair.
B . System with d!fferent Coherence Bandwidth
As the impact of coherence bandwidth is non-negligible in OFDMA systems. It is necessary to look into the effect of co herence bandwidth to the spectral efficiency. In this simulation, we enlarge the total number of subcarriers to be 40, to show the effect of the coherence bandwidth varying from 15 kHz to 52.5 kHz. The simulation results of spectral efficiency for both proposed SAD-based algorithm and BSCR-based algorithm are shown in Fig. 5 . Regarding the impact of coherence bandwidth to the frequency selective fading, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that for both algorithms, the spectral efficiency of the system decreases when the coherence bandwidth enlarges. However, the variation on coherence bandwidth shows less impact to the spectral efficiency of proposed SAD algorithm compare to the BSCR-based algorithm.
To obtain some insights on how the number of subcarriers allocated to one D2D pair varies, which is the primary cause of spectral efficiency variation, we depict the probability distribution of the number of subcarriers for one D2D pair in 6 . The probability of getting equal number of subcarriers (i.e. lOin Fig. 6 ) of the proposed SAD-based algorithm is much higher than the BSCR-based algorithm. When the coherence bandwidth increases, the probability of allocating larger number of subcarriers to one D2D pair increases for both algorithms. This result is interpreted by the fact that if the coherence bandwidth of the channel for one D2D link is large, the fading across subcarriers for each individual D2D pair will be highly correlated. For instance, at one resource allocation instant, if one D2D pair has a subcarrier with bad channel response, the probability for the adjacent subcarriers to have bad channel response is high, which may lead to low probability of allocating these subcarriers to the D2D pair and increasing the number of subcarriers allocated to other D2D pairs. As a result, both of the probabilities of allocating large and low number of subcarriers to one D2D pair increase.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of D2D overlaid OFDMA based cellular network has been investigated. In particular, a joint spectrum and power resource allocation algorithm is proposed to achieve sub-optimal system throughput with low complexity. The simulation results validate the performance of proposed algorithm is very close to the optimal one. The probability distribution of number of subcarriers for each user turns to be converged if the transmit power is larger than a certain threshold. The simulation result also show that the coherence bandwidth of the OFDMA system atlects the spectral efficiency and the variance of transmit power per subcarrier.
